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*** Incredible Wineries ** The Best Restaurants ** Hidden Historic Mansions ** Secret & Off the

Beaten Path Itineraries ** Top Festivals and Events ** Authentic Shops & Italian Fashion Outlets **

Luxurious Spas ** The Best Beaches, Thermal Springs, Lakes & Hikes ** A truly unique vacation

begins with the right travel guide. With over 130 tips and detailed recommendations, suitable for

various tastes and budgets, Tuscany for the Shameless Hedonist 2017 is an indispensable

resource for anyone visiting this region. Use it alongside your standard travel guide, to build the best

Tuscan vacation. Find out where to enjoy a romantic aperitivo with a spectacular view of Florence

and how to book a dinner in a real, active jail; discover which spa resorts offer the most indulgent

pampering, and where to rent a Ferrari and take it for a ride along the Chianti hills; enjoy delicious

and authentic neighborhood trattorias that are favoured by the locals, and embark on the best wine

tours; explore little known treasures in the Tuscan countryside, visit ancient hamlets, and learn

where to buy award-winning bottles of Brunello and the Super-Tuscans. And, naturally, read all

about the top recommended cooking classes, festivals, antique markets, pecorino shops, traditional

olive mills, hidden medieval villages, vespa rides, natural reserves and guided hikes in the region. In

short, "Tuscany for the Shameless Hedonist--Florence and Tuscany Travel Guide 2017" is the one

guide you need to build not just a good vacation, but an incredible one.
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Ariela Bankier is an author and a journalist. She has been living and traveling in Tuscany for the

past decade. A curious foodie and a shameless hedonist herself, she boasts such talents as



spotting the best focaccia in town in under 30 minutes, locating the finest restaurants in the region,

finding chic boutiques and memorable panoramic spots, and infiltrating medieval festivals. She can

often be found roaming the countryside, looking for the ultimate pecorino cheese. Her previous

travel guides have received stellar reviews. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.

This looks like a great guidebook, however I returned it as I don't think I was the ideal audience for

this book. We were traveling to Florence with our three children and we weren't renting a car. Much

of what is suggested you need a car for and would probably be more enjoyable to experience

without kids. Many of the Florence restaurant suggestions were covered in Rick Steve's book, so I

ended up returning this. If we ever do get to return to Tuscany without kids and with a car, I'd be

happy to buy this again.

Great supplement to other guides. We found some great cheese shops, winery recommendations,

and cool places to check out from the book. All stuff that isn't in the typical guidebook, and all places

that were the highlight of our trip!

Got some great ideas for our 11 day trip through Tuscany - Lots of great recommendations!!

Book just arrived, but don't expect to have any problem with its condition . Giving it for birthday

present, along with trip to Italy. Good price for item.

A great book for those of us who like to explore areas that aren't as "touristy".

Tuscany for the Shameless Hedonist is an alternative guidebook - quirky, opinionated, and full of

(mostly) good advice not available (as far as I know) elsewhere. No general lists of sights,

restaurants, and hotels; you will still need a conventional guidebook for all that. Arranged by region,

this is a collection of particularly recommended places to stay, to eat, to shop, to sightsee, Very

helpful in deciding, which winery to visit, where to hear music, how find regional specialties. Good

advice for the rich (not us), but also for those rich in curiosity. Good source for contact information,

and the Kindle edition has useful embedded links. I hope the second edition will have an INDEX,

which would enhance the usefulness of this guide (especially for Kindle readers).



Has some helpful travel tips and is an easy read. Had some cool and interesting suggestions, but I

found the Rick Steves Guide to Florence and Tuscany much more helpful.

phenomenal guide- totally different from the standard review bookswill use many of the

suggestions.j
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